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04 Some tips to help you get started
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What’s my cred?
A decade in evaluation, assurance and governance

Images courtesy of Ozderm, UTS, Wikipedia Commons, DAFF, The Canberra Times, Siam Computing and Grosvenor
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Why is this topic important now?

›ChatGPT released late last year, and 

upgraded again early this year

› unfettered public access to extremely 

powerful generative AI LLM and ML

› are we at the singularity?

› locally, Robodebt

› globally:

–first known AI-enabled suicide

–Neuralink closing the brain-computer divide

–most development in private enterprises in 

the US and China
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Before we go too far, an overview

›ADM (automated decision-making)

›AGI (artificial general intelligence)

› LLM (large language models)

›MFM (multimodal foundation models)

›ML (machine learning)
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How ChatGPT works

Image courtesy of Bell, G., Burgess, J., Thomas, J., and Sadiq, S. (2023, March 24). Rapid Response Information Report: Generative AI - language models (LLMs) and multimodal foundation models (MFMs). Australian Council of Learned Academies. 
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https://robodebt.royalcommission.gov.au/system/files/2023-09/rrc-accessible-full-report.PDF 

An example: Robodebt
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An example: the UK Home Office

Overview and image credit to: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-12-12/robodebt-algorithms-black-box-explainer/101215902

Risk factors included your 

skin tone in your photo –

darker skin tones were 

reported to be flagged as 

having “poor image quality”

With all other variables held 

constant, the algorithm 

resulted in applicants from 

Country B being significantly 

more likely to have their visa 

refused

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-12-12/robodebt-algorithms-black-box-explainer/101215902
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What does this mean for evaluation?

more and more AI and ADM 

used in programs

we need to understand how the 

technology works not only to 

evaluate it, but to be part of the 

ethical safeguards surrounding 

its proper use
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Parameters for evaluating AI-enabled programs

1. evaluate at all stages of the program 

lifecycle:

–model design

–training

–testing

–implementation

–post-implementation

2. evaluate more than usual to understand 

where the human is in the system, and how 

oversight, governance and the avoidance of 

bias is being managed (also with special 

attention paid to the training data)

3. determine the impact as you would for any 

other evaluation, but with a particular focus 

on:

–the quality of the training and/or input 

data

–the decision-making process

–the impact on the human, considering 

both positive and negative outcomes

4. but this only works if you understand the 

technology yourself
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Some tips

› it’s always handy to have a sense of better practice, 

so that you can assess the program under evaluation 

against better practice features

› in this context, be aware of and familiar with:

–Australia’s AI Ethics Framework and Principles

–eSafety Commissioner’s Safety by Design 

approach, including principles and assessment tools

–DTA and DISR’s Interim guidance for agencies on 

government use of generative Artificial Intelligence 

platforms

–IBM Policy Lab Precision Regulation for Artificial 

Intelligence recommendations

–OECD AI principles and recommendations

–EU AI Act

› a lot to be across?

–just work on building your knowledge slowly 

and finding resources that are of use to you

–webinars are really useful for immersion on 

the topic. CSIRO’s National AI Centre is a 

great place to start!

–jargon is jargon, no matter the field –

remember how complicated program 

evaluation is to a layperson? And yet you’ve 

learned that, you can learn this too



Free resources to help you



More free resources



We would love to connect!

Kristy Hornby

Associate Director and Victorian 

Program Evaluation Lead

kristyhornby@grosvenor.com.au 

03 9616 2700

Visit Grosvenor @ Stand 1 

(near the coffee cart)

Ask us about our $10,000 

free consulting prize

mailto:kristyhornby@grosvenor.com.au


For further information 

please visit our website:

www.grosvenor.com.au

Contact Us

(02) 6274 9200

@Grosvenor Public Sector Advisory

https://www.grosvenor.com.au
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/grosvenor-public-sector-advisory
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/grosvenor-public-sector-advisory
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